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SUBJECT: NARCOTICS TRAFFIC IN GULF

SUMMARY: RUMORS PERSIST OF MAJOR NARCOTICS SMUGGLING ROUTE THROUGH GULF, BUT LITTLE CONVINCING EVIDENCE AVAILABLE. DETAILED EVIDENCE NEEDED IF WE ARE TO STIMULATE GOI TO EFFECTIVE ACTION TO CLOSE THAT ROUTE. END SUMMARY

ACTION REQUESTED: ADDRESSEES REQUESTED SUPPLY WHATEVER INFORMATION AVAILABLE, INCLUDING BIO DATA ON ARRESTED IRANIANS.

1. FOR SOME TIME WE HAVE BEEN CONCERNED BY LOCAL RUMORS AND STATEMENTS FROM WASHINGTON THAT NARCOTICS ARE BEING SMUGGLED FROM IRAN TO OTHER GULF STATES AND PRESUMABLY THENCE INTO WORLD MARKETS. WE ARE AWARE OF SEIZURES OF SMALL QUANTITIES OF OPIUM FROM IRANIAN PILGRIMS TO MECCA, BUT ONLY REPORT THAT WE HAVE
SEEN PROVIDING EVIDENCE TYING IRAN TO SMUGGLING OF COMMERCIAL QUANTITIES OF OPIUM IS MANAMA'S A-6 OF MARCH 28, 1972, WHICH DOES NOT INDICATE HOW BAHRAINI AUTHORITIES ASCERTAINED ORIGIN OF SEIZED OPIUM. US MISSION TO IRANIAN GENDARMERIE (GENMISH) RECENTLY HEARD REPORT THAT 80 KG OF OPIUM, SOURCE UNKNOWN, WAS DUE TO BE SMUGGLED BY DHOW FROM PORT OF TIZ NEAR CHAH RAHAR TO DUBAI, BUT UNABLE TO CONFIRM. WE HAVE ALSO RECENTLY BEEN TOLD THAT OPIUM BEING SMUGGLED BY SEA INTO SE IRAN AND POSSIBLY BEYOND FROM PAKISTAN. AGAIN UNABLE TO CONFIRM.

2. MOST OF OUR SOURCES FOR STATEMENTS ABOUT DRUG SMUGGLING THROUGH GULF APPEAR TO BASE ALLEGATIONS ON GULF'S DESERVED REPUTATION AS ROUTE FOR SMUGGLING EVERYTHING ELSE. NEVERTHELESS, SMUGGLING VESSELS CAPTURED BY IRAN TO DATE HAVE YIELDED GOLD, CURRENCY, WATCHES AND OTHER HIGH-DUTY CONSUMER GOODS, BUT NO NARCOTICS. GENDARMERIE BOAT BATTALION PERSONNEL WHO CARRY OUT ANTI-SMUGGLING PATROLS ADMITTEDLY NOT NARCOTICS EXPERTS, BUT IT SEEMS HIGHLY UNLIKELY THEY WOULD MISS ALL CACHES OF NARCOTICS IF TRAFFIC OF MAJOR PROPORTIONS, AS ALLEGED.

3. DIRECT LAND SMUGGLING ROUTES FOR AFGHAN OR PAK OPIUM TO GULF WOULD BE THROUGH EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TERRAIN. EXTENT OF WATERLESS DESERT WOULD REQUIRE USE OF CAMELS OR VEHICLES, INSTEAD OF HORSES AS FAVORED IN NORTH, WHICH WOULD HAVE TO CROSS LONG DISTANCES WITHOUT COVER FROM AERIAL SURVEILLANCE. TRADITIONAL NORTHERN ROUTE JOINING ROAD NET FROM TEHRAN SOUTH WOULD BE EASIER ROUTE TO GULF, BUT THERE HAVE BEEN NO SEIZURES TO CONFIRM ITS EXISTENCE.

4. TO COMBAT WHATEVER NARCOTICS TRAFFIC THERE MAY BE IN GULF WE NEED FIRM AND DETAILED EVIDENCE OF ITS EXISTENCE AND SIZE TO BRING TO ATTENTION OF GOI ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITIES. WE WOULD APPRECIATE RECEIVING ANY SUCH EVIDENCE ADDRESSEES CAN PROVIDE.

FOR GULF POSTS: WE WOULD ESPECIALLY APPRECIATE ANY
BIO DATA YOU CAN SUPPLY ON IRANIANS ARRESTED FOR DRUG SMUGGLING. WE URGE THAT SAMPLES OF OPIUM AND CANNABIS SEIZED BY HOST GOVERNMENTS BE OBTAINED AND SENT TO BNDD FOR ANALYSIS AND POSSIBLE DETERMINATION OF ORIGIN.

FOR ISLAMABAD AND KABUL: IS THERE EVIDENCE OF AFGHAN OPIUM BEING CHANNELED INTO OR THROUGH PAKISTAN TO GULF? IN SPITE OF QAMAR UL ISLAM STATEMENT (STATE 178560) THAT PAK COASTAL TRAFFIC UNDER CONTROL, IS THERE EVIDENCE OF ILLICIT OPIUM FROM ANY SOURCE LEAVING PAKISTAN BY SEA?

5. IF SUCH INFORMATION IS MADE AVAILABLE, WE ARE CONVINCED IRANIAN GENDARMERIE WILL MAKE GOOD USE OF IT. SUCH INFORMATION WILL ALSO BE VALUABLE ASSISTANCE TO US IN OUR EFFORTS ENCOURAGE GENDARMERIE TO BUILD UP BOAT BATTALIONS’ CAPABILITIES THROUGH IMPROVED INCENTIVES, ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. WE HOPE THAT IN COMING YEAR TESTS CONDUCTED BY ARPA WILL PROVE UTILITY IN GULF OF RELATIVELY SIMPLE TECHNOLOGY WHICH WILL PERMIT DETECTION ANY VESSEL MOVING IN STRAIT OF HORMUZ. THAT WILL NOT SOLVE PROBLEM OF SMUGGLERS IN INTERNATIONAL WATERS BUT WILL GREATLY ENHANCE ABILITY DEAL WITH THOSE THAT ENTER IRANIAN WATERS.
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